CARDIAC REHABILITATION MAY BE CONSIDERED AS THE RETURN OF PATIENTS WITH CARDIAC DISEASE TO AN OPTIMAL PHYSICAL, MEDICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL, VOCATIONAL AND ECONOMIC STATUS (1,2). THERE HAVE BEEN CONSIDERABLE DEVELOPMENTS IN THIS PROCESS OVER THE LAST 30 YEARS. INITIALLY IT TOOK THE FORM OF GRADUAL MOBILISATION WITH A RETURN TO LIGHT PHYSICAL ACTIVITY. NOW IT OFTEN INVOLES MORE DEMANDING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY WITH ATTEMPTS AT PSYCHOLOGICAL REPAIR AND SECONDARY PREVENTION.

FORMAL CARDIAC REHABILITATION PROGRAMMES USUALLY BEGIN SEVERAL WEEKS OR MONTHS AFTER THE MYOCARDIAL EVENT. THE PROCESS HOWEVER STARTS MUCH EARLIER — WITHIN HOURS OF THE CARDIAC EVENT IN THE CORONARY CARE UNIT OR POST-OPERATIVE WARD — WITH EDUCATION, MOBILISATION AND REASSURANCE. AS RECOVERY PROGRESSES THE SUBJECT WILL IMPROVE, BOTH PHYSICALLY AND PSYCHOLOGICALLY, AND A FORMAL CARDIAC REHABILITATION PROGRAMME CAN THEN BE INTRODUCED.

THE FINAL AIM MUST BE TO RETURN SUBJECTS TO WORK IN A PHYSICALLY AND PSYCHOLOGICALLY FIT STATE WITH A RESULTANT IMPROVEMENT BOTH IN QUALITY AND QUANTITY OF LIFE.

THE ARMY HAS BEEN RUNNING SUCH CARDIAC REHABILITATION PROGRAMMES FOR 13 YEARS WITH OCCASIONAL BREAKS FOR OPERATIONAL AND STAFFING REASONS. THESE COURSES WERE CONCEIVED BY THE THEN COLONEL I C CRAWFORD L/RAMC, CONSULTANT CARDIOLOGIST AND CAPTAIN D DUNCAN APTC. THESE COURSES ARE Rather UNIQUE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM IN THE FORM THEY TAKE. THEY ARE THREE WEEK INTENSIVE INPATIENT COURSES AIMED AT RELATIVELY YOUNG MALES.

THEY ARE INPATIENT COURSES BECAUSE SUBJECTS HAVE OFTEN TO TRAVEL CONSIDERABLE DISTANCES TO TAKE PART IN COURSES. THE MAJORITY OF PATIENTS ARE IN THEIR 30'S OR EARLY 40'S REFLECTING THE AGE GROUPS INVOLVED IN THE BRITISH ARMY. THEY MAY HAVE HAD AN INFARCT, DEVELOPED STABLE ANGINA WHICH IS BEING TREATED MEDICALLY, HAD AN ANGIOPLASTY OR HAD CORONARY ARTERY BY-PASS GRAFT SURGERY BUT THEY SHARE THE SAME BASIC PROBLEM; THEY HAVE HAD A PSYCHOLOGICALLY DEVASTATING ILLNESS FOR WHICH SOCIETY WISHES TO 'WRAP THEM IN COTTON WOOL' AND PROTECT THEM FOR THE REST OF THEIR LIFE. FOR THESE INDIVIDUALS CARDIAC REHABILITATION IS THE KEY TO A RETURN TO NORMAL LIFE.

ALL PATIENTS ON THESE COURSES ARE THOROUGHLY ASSESSED. EXERCISE IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF REHABILITATION AND AN EXERCISE TEST TO DETERMINE THE SUBJECT'S RESPONSE IS AN ESSENTIAL FIRST STEP. FROM THIS INITIAL SYMPTOM LIMITED MAXIMAL EXERCISE TEST HEART RATES FOR STEADY STATE EXERCISE REGIMEN FOR THE THREE WEEK COURSE ARE ADVISED — 70% OF MAXIMAL HEART RATE FOR WEEK ONE, 75% FOR WEEK TWO AND 80% FOR WEEK THREE. ALL EXERCISES ARE UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF A QUALIFIED PHYSIOTHERAPIST AND NURSE WHO ARE THE PRINCIPAL MEMBERS OF THE REHABILITATION TEAM. A VARIETY OF EXERCISES ARE THEN CARRIED OUT AIMING TO MAINTAIN THE STEADY STATE FOR A PERIOD OF AROUND 20 MINUTES AFTER A WARM UP PERIOD.

EXERCISE IS NOT EVERYTHING IN CARDIAC REHABILITATION. EDUCATION ABOUT HEART DISEASE AND ITS RISK FACTORS IS IMPORTANT. SIMPLE LECTURES ON HEART DISEASE, DIET, SMOKING AND STRESS AVOIDANCE ARE AMONG THE SUBJECTS COVERED IN DISCUSSION SESSIONS. INDIVIDUAL RISK FACTORS ARE ASSESSED AND APPROPRIATE ADVICE AND INTERVENTION OFFERED. OTHER MEMBERS OF THE REHABILITATION TEAM ARE IMPORTANT AT SUCH TIMES AND THEY MAY INCLUDE DIETICIANS AND PSYCHOLOGISTS. AT THE END OF THE COURSE THE INDIVIDUAL (WITH THEIR SPOUSE INVITED) HAS A FORMAL INTERVIEW WITH THE REHABILITATION TEAM, INCLUDING THE PHYSICIAN. THIS INTERVIEW AIDS IN ASSESSING THE INDIVIDUAL'S PROGRESS AND FUTURE TREATMENT. SPECIFIC ADVICE ON RISK FACTORS IS OFFERED AND ANY QUESTIONS THE INDIVIDUAL HAS ARE ANSWERED.

CARDIAC REHABILITATION DOES NOT STOP WITH THE FORMAL COURSE. THE PATIENT MUST BE GIVEN ENCOURAGEMENT TO RETURN TO A NORMAL LIFE AND BE SUPPORTED IN THE YEARS TO COME WITH CONTINUING ADVICE AND MONITORING. SPONSORS, PEERS, HOSPITAL AND GENERAL PRACTITIONER SUPPORT ARE ALL ESSENTIAL.

SUCH A COURSE DOES NOT COME CHEAP. THREE WEEKS OF INPATIENT TIME WITH A DEDICATED NURSE AND PHYSIOTHERAPIST IS A PRECIOUS COMMODITY. IT IS ONLY CORRECT THEREFORE, THAT WE ASSESS THE RESULTS OF REHABILITATION IN GENERAL.

THE SUCCESS OF A FORMAL CARDIAC REHABILITATION PROGRAMME MUST BE MEASURED BY SEVERAL FACTORS WHICH SHOULD PRINCIPALLY INCLUDE:

1. THE ABILITY OF THE SUBJECT TO RETURN TO WORK.
2. IMPROVEMENT IN THE PHYSICAL WELL-BEING OF THE INDIVIDUAL.
3. IMPROVEMENT IN THE PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL-BEING OF THE INDIVIDUAL.
4. AN OVERALL REDUCTION IN MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY OF THE REHABILITATED POPULATION.

EACH OF THESE FACTORS WILL BE CONSIDERED IN TURN.

RETURN TO WORK

ALMOST WITHOUT EXCEPTION OUR MILITARY PATIENTS RETURN TO WORK FOLLOWING REHABILITATION. MEDICAL DISCHARGE WITH A DIAGNOSIS OF ISCHAEMIC HEART DISEASE IS A RARE EVENT. IN CONTRAST SHANFIELD IN A REVIEW ARTICLE DEMONSTRATED THAT 33 TO 38% OF THE GENERAL POPULATION DO NOT RETURN TO WORK (3). THE AGE GROUP OF PATIENTS IN THE MILITARY WHO ATTEND OUR REHABILITATION PROGRAMMES IS SUCH THAT THEY INCLUDE A HIGH PROPORTION OF SENIOR NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND OFFICERS WHO REPRESENT A CONSIDERABLE INVESTMENT IN TRAINING AND EXPERTISE WHICH THE SERVICES NEED TO RETAIN. UNDOUBTEDLY MANY WOULD RETURN TO WORK WITHOUT A FORMAL REHABILITATION PROGRAMME, AS SOME SERVICES...
do, but probably not in the same physical or mental state.

This point is illustrated by attitudes in subjects who are undertaking the first rehabilitation courses after a one year pause brought about by operational and staffing problems. Amongst these subjects are those who were unable to attend a course due to its suspension, many of these had not returned to full time duties due to general concern by themselves and their colleagues about their ability to return to duty. The reassurance given in an outpatient interview does not approach that gained in an intensive cardiac rehabilitation programme. All subjects are returned to duties appropriate to their medical grade after their course.

Physical Wellbeing

The crude measure of an individual's physical wellbeing after a cardiac event is their ability to perform physical exercise. One of the major questions is whether physical exercise capacity improves as a result of a cardiac rehabilitation programme or spontaneously as a result of natural recovery. A study by Goble et al (4) reported in the British Heart Journal demonstrated that light group exercise regimes were as beneficial as heavier aerobic exercises using physical working capacity as assessed by treadmill exercise tests. The patients in this study had a mean age in excess of 50 and were therefore older than the patients in our cardiac rehabilitation courses. Our intensive exercise programme is probably more in line with the expectations of our patients in respect of their previous physical condition, ages and employment demands than light exercise would be. Goble's study also found that of the standard exercise training patients only 65% attended more than 75% of available classes and in the light exercise group only 41% attended three quarters of their classes. The completion rate for our three week intensive course approaches 100%.

Psychological Wellbeing

It is much harder to quantify any improvement in psychological status. It is a clinical impression by many physicians involved in rehabilitation that there is a substantial improvement and this was stated in published guidelines (5,6). Significant improvements in quality of life indicators were noted in our patients undergoing cardiac rehabilitation after coronary artery bypass graft surgery (7). This is not reflected in the few controlled randomised studies (8,9).

Mayou et al (8) reported little evidence that quality of everyday life was improved between 3 and 18 months after a heart attack with a cardiac rehabilitation programme. Like other non-controlled groups we note a very positive attitude in our rehabilitation patients as reflected in their attitude to return to work as previously discussed.

Morbidity and Mortality

The military cardiac rehabilitation group has no comparable control and with such an unusual population of young ischaemics it is difficult to comment on any improvement in these parameters. It has been suggested that physical exercise will encourage collateral circulation and reduce angina. This is obviously difficult to prove in an unmatched group as with physical training exercise tolerance at lower heart rates will improve thereby increasing exercise ability.

A controlled trial in 1979 (10) showed a reduction in mortality with cardiac rehabilitation but this group also had more intensive risk factor intervention. Although reduction in smoking in both groups was equal the intervention group achieved lower blood pressures, serum cholesterols, serum triglycerides and body weights. This is the only major randomised trial of exercise in cardiac rehabilitation to demonstrate a fall in mortality.

Many other trials have been performed and these are the subject of meta analysis. May et al (11) in 1984 reviewed long term trials and reported a significant reduction in risk. Oldridge (12) carried out meta analysis on 10 randomised trials showing a significant 25% reduction for cardiovascular death in the control group. Reinfarction was not however reduced. Further meta analysis by O'Connor et al (13) reviewed 22 randomised trials and demonstrated a significant 20% reduction in total and cardiovascular mortality. Again there was no significant difference in non fatal reinfarction between the two groups.

Such pooling of data is difficult as there are differences in patient populations with variability in enrolment time after the event, the specific methods of intervention and geographical features.

Conclusion

Cardiac rehabilitation attempts to return individuals with heart disease to useful employment in an optimal physical and psychological state whilst improving long term morbidity and mortality. Despite 30 or more years of cardiac rehabilitation programmes many questions remain to be answered. Return to work is almost universal in our group and is probably not significantly affected by rehabilitation. Whether people perform better at work is more difficult to test formally, but recent patient attitudes after a suspension in our course would suggest there is improvement with a cardiac rehabilitation programme.

Exercise ability improves after a short period of time and contributes to a feeling of physical and psychological well-being even though randomised trials shed doubt on whether heavy or light exercise is important.

The final and perhaps most important consideration is the outcome on morbidity and mortality. Meta analyses show an improvement in mortality in the region of 20-25% but not change in non-fatal reinfarction. It is difficult to explain why there is a reduction in mortality but not non-fatal reinfarction. Possible mechanisms evoked include myocardial revascularisation, protection against
fatal dysrhythmias, improved cardiovascular risk factor profile, improved cardiovascular fitness and increased surveillance. The fact that there is no change in non-fatal reinfarction may represent better survival of a lower infarction rate.

Kallio (10) demonstrated that organised aftercare after myocardial infarction with special emphasis on optimum medical control and health education combined with an exercise programme reduced mortality. This is the very essence of the army's cardiac rehabilitation programme which is designed to meet the demands of its special population. Exercise is an integral part of a soldier's life and must therefore be so in his rehabilitation.

Cardiac rehabilitation is a team effort. It depends upon prompt referral of appropriate patients, sympathetic and positive treatment from the rehabilitation unit staff and the continuing support by hospital and general practitioners to maintain progress. It does return people to duty with a positive attitude to their future and must therefore be considered an asset in the care of these individuals.
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CORRECTION

1. Norman Hepple’s portrait of Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother, reproduced in this Journal on her Golden Anniversary as Colonel in Chief, was commissioned by the Herbert Officers’ Mess, not the Royal Army Medical Corps.

2. The Queen Elizabeth Military Hospital is named after our Colonel in Chief, not Queen Elizabeth the Second as stated in the same Journal.